
Get Cooking…family feast
What can you find out about what people would have eaten in Ancient Egypt? What foods may people eat in Egypt today? 

Make an Egyptian Menu card for foods eaten in the times of Ancient Egypt. 
Help to prepare your family an Egyptian meal and all sit down to feast together. 

Please take a photograph of the evidence…and some quotes from your family about what they thought of the food. 
You could write a set of instructions for how to make you feast. 

Get creative
Spend some time being creative.  

Produce a piece of artwork showing an element of Ancient Egyptian life or an Egyptian landscape. This piece of 
artwork can be anything you want. 

You could paint, sketch, sew, build, bake…the list is endless.
Think carefully about what you would like to create and then think about the materials you will need to do this. 

Get designing… 
Option 1 - Do you think you could mummify a family member with toilet paper? Have fun!!

Option 2 (you can do as well or instead of option 1). Design and make an Egyptian tomb, pyramid or a coffin for an 
Egyptian mummy. How were tombs and 

pyramids built? What would you need to build one?
Draw a plan of how you would build this and include a labelled diagram. 

Have fun building and making. 

Choose an optional homework task (you may do more if you’d like to)  from the above list. The 
spice-ometer indicates the challenge of the tasks. 

Here, There and Everywhere…
Visit your local library and find some non-fiction books about ancient Egypt…we may not be able to visit libraries, so 

you can research online instead. 
Research and find interesting landmarks in Egypt on a map. Where is Egypt? Can you find out about the River Nile? 

What and where are the important landmarks? You could trace a map and label where these are. 
Go to a travel agents (perhaps an online agent) or research holidays to Egypt online. Design a leaflet to encourage 

tourism to the country.
You could even make a persuasive a video advert…’Come to Egypt…’ (in authentic costumes if you would like to). 


